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INTRODUCTION 
 
Neither Gilles Deleuze (1925-1995)
i
, nor Francis Bacon (1909-1992)
ii
, 
would probably be very fond of the idea of this project. The thought of 
eight students cutting up their respective work and serving it all in slices 
would probably make the Frenchman and the Irishman sick. In a way, we 
feel the same. It is an abuse of something beautiful, something 
intelligent and artistic. However, there is another side to it. It is like a 
dream or a memory that you want to share with a friend. You know you 
cannot make your friend have the same experience – it will not be as 
intensive – but nonetheless, not trying to share it would leave you with 
an empty feeling inside. This is how we feel! Both Deleuze and Bacon 
have awoken a great sensation inside us and we simply cannot keep it to 
ourselves. You need to know. You have to experience Deleuze and Bacon. 
Deleuze as the artistic philosopher, Bacon as the philosophical artist – 
that is the scope of the project.  
 This was not the plan from the beginning. We said: “Let’s do a 
project on Gilles Deleuze”. And then there was this book. We read it and 
... boom, flash! Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation is where it all 
happens. Deleuze wrote the book, Bacon was his inspiration. The book is 
great. Then we looked at the paintings and again ... ka-pow, zing! Wow, 
so much expressivity! Try it yourself with the painting on the frontpage. 
So, suddenly we were fascinated both by the philosopher Deleuze and by 
the painter Bacon.  
As you read your way through the paper, you will come across 
many a puzzling word – that is Deleuze. Since we are humanists and 
interested in philosophy, Deleuze’s thinking is still what has taken up 
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most of our time – Bacon’s art has been our breaks, our pleasures, when 
the business of doing philosophy has worn us out. Now, what is this 
project about? Let us philosophize a bit! 
 In our academic search for knowledge, certain epistemic 
authorities will always influence where and how we search for it. By 
paving the way to knowledge epistemic authorities form our academic 
scope – they set the rules for thinking. But how can we escape this ‘rule 
of thought’? How can we expand our minds instead of rethinking old 
thoughts? This might be something out of our reach at our current 
academic stage, but we will keep it in mind as we interpret the old 
thoughts, and silently look forward to the day where we are allowed to 
create thought instead of rethinking it. 
 This is the reason why this project will treat an unusual 
philosophical body. As we search for thoughts of high intensity, which 
will thrill us instead of promising us an objective  ‘truth,´ we are not 
interested in the linguistic loop, Kant’s critique of pure reason, or reason 
for that matter; we will look outside the philosophical beaten path. 
Instead of searching for objective truth or denying it, we will search for 
intense prescriptions of truths – something, which might make us 
experience other possible truths. How can we for instance use art in the 
search for truth? What is the thing, which blows us away when art 
succeeds? Could one talk of Philopainting
iii
 and Pictophilosophy
iv
 as Alain 
Badiou and Barbara Cassin mentions in the preface to Francis Bacon: The 
Logic of Sensation? And what is this logic of sensation? 
 As we looked further into Deleuze’s philosophical body, both 
Philopainting and Pictophilosophy became very realistic, and at the same 
time Deleuze made us shiver – the conceptual apparatus of this 
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philosopher indeed investigates the unbeaten path. His philosophy is 
both new and terrifying to us. New in the sense that it investigates the 
thoughts, which flourish outside of the epistemic authority, and 
terrifying in the sense that it questions exactly what we have been 
taught in our academic life. Indeed, philosophy is on fire, when thoughts 
do not try to fit in our reality, but questions reality itself.  
 This is how we have chosen to formulate our cardinal question:                    
 
Why is the philosopher Gilles Deleuze interested in the art of Francis 
Bacon and how does he go about expressing his Logic of Sensation 
through Bacon’s paintings? 
 
In order to answer this question we will lead you through four chapters 
densely packed with Bacon’s paintings, Deleuze’s concepts, philosophical 
thoughts and flux reflections. In the first chapter we will treat the 
concept of the Figure and its Athleticism in Bacon’s paintings to shed 
light on Deleuze’s concept of the Event. Chapter 2 will treat the concepts 
of Expressivity, Becoming and Sensation to explore the content of the 
Event. In Chapter 3 concepts such as Diagram, Haptic Function and 
Becoming the painting serve to investigate the possibilities of the Event. 
Finally, in Chapter 4 we will break down the organism to be able to shed 
light on the concept of the Body without Organs.   
Now, it seems to be the right time to get an idea of who Deleuze 
is.  
 
WHO IS DELEUZE? 
Gilles Deleuze is not. Stating that Deleuze is something would probably 
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not please him, since that would imprison his thinking in the idea of 
schools. It would indicate that you could sum up a Deleuzian theory from 
its single parts. In the excellent foreword to A Thousand Plateaus Brian 
Massumi says that this work “(…) is conceived as an open system. It does 
not pretend to have the final word. The authors’ hope, however, is that 
elements of it will stay with a certain number of its readers and will 
weave into the melody of their everyday lives.”
v
 Even though Massumi is 
talking about the specific work A Thousand Plateaus we think that the 
quote is describing very exactly the line of thinking of Deleuze in general. 
It describes very well how Deleuze seems to work as a philosopher as 
well as it describes his philosophical works. Now, an open system cannot 
have borders. Thus, we could instead call the body of Deleuzian thinking 
a body without borders. It begins where it ends and ends where it 
begins, or rather it has no beginning and no end, but always a middle. 
Deleuze is a philosophical nomad
vi
. He does not take up residence at a 
final destination. When you think you have found him, it is only a trace 
of him; he has already left the building. Deleuze’s philosophy is like a 
dough that he constantly molds and therefore it is impossible to give a 
finite description of its shape.  
 Now, as you will learn, Deleuze sees a problem in the definition 
of subject and object. This distinction is what forms Western language: 
“Subject sees Object”. As such, language has an amazing power to 
dominate thought in general, since the idea of a subject indicates a fixed 
position from which the world is perceived. With no God to define truth, 
it seems to be the subject’s task to define this instead, making reality 
something subjective. One of the big issues for Deleuze then, is to come 
about challenging the notion of subject without saying I claim that there 
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is no subject or object, since, grammatically, there is exactly a subject (‘I’) 
and two objects (‘subject’ and ‘object’) in that sentence. How he comes 
about this is one of the main topics of this project. 
How can one even state anything if the idea of a fixed subject is 
rejected? For the moment, we will go as far as to argue that Deleuze is 
not primarily interested in stating or proving through traditional logic. In 
that respect, he is not a traditional logician, but rather he builds his 
philosophy on assumptions or experiments:  
 
“The question is not: is it true? But: does it work? What new thoughts 
does it make it possible to think? What new emotions does it make it 
possible to feel? What new sensations does it open up in the body?”
vii
 
 
Indeed, Deleuze aims at creating instead of re-creating; experimenting 
instead of trying to make sense. So how could one experiment with 
philosophy? Well, Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, we argue, is a 
great example of an experiment.  
 
Painting I: Triptych – Studies from the Human Body, 1970 
 
Can this painting be philosophy? Does it take a philosopher to make it 
philosophical? More basically, what is the difference between art and 
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philosophy and does it even make sense to distinguish between them if 
your aim is to experiment with the very distinction? In Francis Bacon: 
The Logic of Sensation art and philosophy are clearly intermingled; as it is 
questioned in the preface to the French edition: “Who is the 
philosopher, and who is the painter? We mean: Who is thinking, and 
who is looking at thought? One can certainly think painting, but one can 
also paint thought (…).”
viii
    
 With that said, we will step into the experimental world of 
Deleuze and see how he unfolds his philosophical project through the 
use of Francis Bacons’s paintings and subsequently if we can suggest the 
form of the dough. 
 
THE READER’S GUIDELINE 
The following will serve as a guideline for the reader in order to ease the 
reading. Some of the following points are rewarding to keep in mind 
while reading and some are just an explanation of why we have chosen 
to do certain things in a specific way.  
 
• Figure and Concepts 
Like Gilles Deleuze does in his book Francis Bacon: The Logic of 
Sensation, we too have chosen to write Figure with a capital F, in order 
to specify, that this is a concept of his, and not to be understood as 
figure in the common understanding. Furthermore we have chosen to 
expand this to a selection of important concepts: both his and of our 
own concepts are written with a capital first letter.  
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• Gradual Complexity 
In the spirit of Deleuze, everytime a new concept is being introduced, 
the concept will be served simple. Only when the ground for 
understanding is established, we will boost it and add more spices, in 
order to show the versatile character of Deleuze’s philosophy.  
 
• The Paintings 
The paintings do not just have an illustrative function; they are indeed 
that which a good deal of this project is based upon. Furthermore we 
have introduced each of them just before the respective elaboration, so 
that the reader can experience them before being told about them. 
 
• Long Quotes 
The long quotes in some chapters serve as a possibility of creating an 
intuition of ones own of Deleuze’s philosophy instead of having it 
explaned and thereby not getting a chance of creating the first 
impression by your self.  
 
• Logic of Words 
It is important to pay attention to the choice of words used by Deleuze to 
name his concepts, since they in most cases have multiple meanings and 
thus Deleuze, by choosing exactly those words, gave the concepts an 
ambiguous range of possible interpretations.  
 
• Theory 
In order to keep our options open, no external theory will be applied on 
the philosophy of Deleuze. It speaks for itself. 
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• Immanent Results 
Before starting to read, it is crucial to withdraw the belief that the result 
is to be found on the last page. In the very spirit of Deleuze, the entire 
process is the result; the two cannot be distinguished.  
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CHAPTER 1: 
THE FIGURE 
 
Can one figure out? ´To figure out´ could be described as a structuring of 
thoughts leading to a fixed understanding of something; to figure 
something out. No doubt, figure is a peculiar word – e.g. figuratively 
speaking, can one, while figure skating, figure out how to carve out a 
figure in the ice shaped like a figure-of-eight? Go figure. Its peculiarity 
has caused us some confusion while writing this project. As something is 
figured out, a distinction is made, and through this some sort of 
narration is created; in other words, as difference between objects (of 
thought or matter) is created, a relation between them is narrated, 
because distinctions between two entities necessarily relate them to 
each other. Their differences and similarities define their relation; a cow 
is a cow because it is not a cat or a mouse, and truth is truth because it is 
not fiction or nonsense. Consequently, a narrative is established.  
 In a painting with a figure narration also emerges. When seeing a 
painting of a cow we immediately conclude that it is a figuration of a cow 
and not a mouse because of our pre-knowledge of what a cow looks like. 
Thereby we create a representation when relating the cow-figure to our 
conception of the cow-category. Furthermore, if the figure is inconsistent 
to the way we have categorized the cow we would start rationalizing 
about the meaning of the incoherence, but always in relation to the 
category. For example: if we see a figure of a winged cow, we will 
wonder: Why does the cow have wings? What does it symbolize? What 
story is the painter trying to tell?  But one could wonder whether this is 
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always the case for any figure; whether it always has to be categorized, 
recognized or even recognizable. Or put more sharply; is a figure 
necessarily figurative?  
 
1.1 THE FIGURE 
In Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation Deleuze presents us to his 
concept of the Figure, which cannot be ascribed to any of the 
aforementioned meanings. Rather his creation of the concept resists 
previous, more or less fixed meanings since it is a concept used to 
describe something specific in the paintings of Francis Bacon.  
In the book, relations between the Figure, narration, figuration 
and representation are investigated. To explain these relations on a 
deeper level, a thorough look into both Deleuze's philosophy and the art 
of Francis Bacon is required. What we are interested in, is to find out 
what Deleuze suggests through his use of the Figure.  
Now, let us for a moment look at Painting II:  
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Painting II: Portrait of George Dyer Talking, 1966 
 
In this painting there is no difficulty in finding the Figure, but it resists 
being recognized as something that belongs to a category. One could say 
it was a person, but at the same time it is strangely distorted. And it 
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seems more like a lump of meat, an entangled deformed body, a muzzy 
or flowing flesh-color placed on a bar-chair in the center of the painting. 
We cannot conclude that this is a man, a woman, or even a person. 
Nevertheless, this Figure possesses figurative traits: a face with eyes and 
hair, and a shape that still vaguely resembles a human body. So neither 
can we conclude that this is not a man, a woman or a person. 
This, according to Deleuze, is the crucial point for how the 
Figures in Bacon's paintings avoid both figuration and abstraction.
ix
 So 
Bacon’s Figure distorts the figurative by not representing something we 
can categorize. However, it remains within the sphere of the figurative 
because it retains just enough recognizable traits for us to try to 
categorize it. For the same reason Deleuze argues that there is no 
immediate narration, since we cannot immediately relate the Figure to a 
fixed category or symbolic meaning
x
. The paradox is of course that by 
doing this Deleuze himself creates a category, the Figure, as he ascribes 
symbolic meaning to it and places it within a narration. 
But the relation between Figure and figuration is more complex 
than this, and goes beyond recognizability and categorization.  Deleuze 
states about the Figure: 
 
”The body is the Figure, or rather the material of the Figure. The material 
of the Figure must not be confused with the spatializing material 
structure, which is positioned in opposition to it. The body is the figure, 
not the structure.”
xi 
  
Deleuze explains that the Figure is different from the spatializing 
material structure. In Painting II this structure can be the purple plane 
encircling the Figure, or it might be the grey surface, or maybe even the 
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blue, that the Figure seems to try to reach. As you can see, there is also 
some sort of ring surrounding the Figure. Deleuze calls this the circus 
arena, the amphitheater, the place, or any other word describing its 
function – its function being to isolate the Figure. So, we have the Figure 
isolated by the ring and, as Deleuze states: “In fact, the rest of the 
painting is systematically occupied by large fields [aplats]
1
 of bright, 
uniform, and motionless color.”
xii
 This field seems to be both structured 
and having no depth. Deleuze continues: “Thin and hard, these fields 
have a structuring and spatializing function. They are not beneath, 
behind, or beyond the Figure, but are strictly to the side of it, or rather 
all around it (…).”
xiii
 In other words, here we do not have the ordinary 
relation between foreground and background. Instead everything is on 
the same plane, making the Figure seem more as in a suspension than in 
a direct relation with the field. So forth, neither is the Figure in the 
foreground, nor in the background, but rather in the middle of 
everything, but still isolated by the ring. In Painting II, however, the 
distinction between ring and spatializing structure is not that clear
2
, 
opening up for different possible understandings of the functions of and 
relations between the different elements of the painting. Nevertheless, 
this unusual relation that the Figure seems to have to the ring and the 
field is very essential to Deleuze’s understanding of the Figure. The 
Figure is not only a deformed, unrecognizable, isolated, static entity; it is 
indeed in an interaction with the material structure, creating some kind 
                                                
1
 Translator’s note 
2
 It could be argued that the ring would be the red area covering the lower half of the 
canvas, while the spatializing structure would be the fields of uniform purple, grey 
and blue. But it could also be said that the spatializing structure would only be the 
small blue area, since it seems that this is the only part of the painting with no 
perspective.   
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of movement in the painting. This movement and how it relates to the 
understanding of the Figure will be explored in the following subchapter; 
Athleticism. 
 
1.2 ATHLETICISM   
In Painting II you might be able to detect a certain movement, especially 
in connection to the Figure. In comparison there is arguably a more 
obvious movement to be seen in Painting III: 
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Painting III: Figure at a Washbasin, 1976 
  
In this painting it seems as if the Figure is trying to jump into the sink, or 
even escape through it, as Deleuze suggests
xiv
. The colors of the water 
and the back of the Figure seem to blend or fade together and thereby 
the Figure and the sink seem to be inseparable from each other; so even 
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though they retain discernible features they acquire a sense of oneness. 
Although they, in this painting, remain somewhat distinguishable, in 
some other paintings the Figures nearly dissolve into the ring, into the 
structure or into each other becoming almost or completely 
indiscernible, from each other, or from the material structure. It is 
though possible to observe in Painting III a movement where Figure and 
sink seem to dissipate into each other, so that the Figure becomes the 
sink and vice versa. Furthermore, the perspective of the painting is more 
disordered than in Painting II. The Figure and its immediate surroundings 
within the ring are positioned in a manner, which distorts their relation – 
it becomes impossible to distinguish between foreground and 
background, or rather there is only a single ground composing the 
spatializing material structure. 
 Deleuze describes two distinct physical movements within 
Bacon’s paintings. One is the movement going from the material 
structure of the field to the Figure (to ease the understanding, we can 
call this Pressure), which Deleuze describes as serving the purpose of 
isolating the Figure: ”The material structure curls around the contour in 
order to imprison the Figure.”
xv
 The other movement, which coexists 
with the first, ”(…) is on the contrary the movement of the Figure toward 
the material structure, toward the field of color.”
xvi
 This movement is the 
Figure trying to escape itself, due to the Pressure, to become one with 
the field (we can call this Claustrophobia). Here we should understand 
movement, not as succession; the accomplishment of the escape is not 
of importance. The important thing here is the Pressure and 
Claustrophobia; when the Figure seems to be on its way down the drain, 
it is because of the Pressure of its surroundings, or in some paintings 
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from internal Pressure. The surroundings moving in on the Figure cause 
Claustrophobia and eventually an attempt from the Figure to escape 
from itself. Thus, Pressure and Claustrophobia together creates what 
Deleuze calls Athleticism. Deleuze points out that this movement of 
liberation is marked in Bacon’s work by spasms, in which ”the body 
attempts to escape from itself through one of its organs”
xvii
, or the 
shadow as the body that has escaped from itself, or by passing through a 
vanishing point in the contour (e.g. passing through a small hole as 
portrayed in the sink).      
 Deleuze calls these movements Athleticism, which seems to be 
the moving features within the painting, especially in relation to the 
body constituting a derisory athletics
3
: “(…) clinging to the oval of the 
washbasin, its hands clutching the faucets, the body-Figure exerts an 
intense motionless effort upon itself in order to escape down the 
blackness of the drain.”
xviii
 There is movement in the painting, but as it is 
caught in a moment it is a motionless movement.  
 With this in mind the concept of the Figure becomes far more 
complex, but at the same time it becomes a lot more relevant.  Suddenly, 
notions such as subject and object are very much challenged; the 
prostheses-instrument, in this case the sink as the black hole, becomes 
the possibility of escape, yet at the same time it becomes a part of the 
Figure, a part of the body
4
.  Thereby the Figure is captured in a moment 
of dissolution and becoming. As such the Figure is not a being but 
                                                
3
 The term derisory is used by Deleuze himself, which is peculiar since, according to 
Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, derisory means “too small or of too little value 
to be considered seriously”(Hornby, 2005: “Derisory”) which contradicts his own 
prioritisation of Athleticism.  
4
 As we can see in most of Bacon's paintings the Figure are some sort of Bodies, often 
human like, but they are seldom very structured, and often it is hard to dissect such 
information as species from them.  
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something that becomes – the sink is becoming the body and the body is 
becoming the sink. 
 So with no being in the painting, the categories subject and object 
are challenged since a basis for these are that they are fixed. Moreover, 
would this not challenge the very distinctions through which we create 
possible narrations? As it is impossible to tell exactly where the Figure 
stops and the sink begins, the zones of indescernability represent a 
significant obstacle to representation. Furthermore, when dealing with 
non-successive movement, does it then even make sense to talk about 
time in Bacon's paintings? And if this it the case, how can we then 
understand temporality in his paintings?  
The dissolution of the Figure is its becoming. This motionless 
movement brings past and future into the painting in a very particular 
way. Dissipation brings the past, not in the sense of ‘what happened’, but 
rather ‘what the Figure could have been’, while becoming relates to the 
future, not as ‘what is going to happen’, but as ‘that which is not yet 
there’. Thus, past and future seem to meet in the Figure, not as 
conventional ‘past’ and ‘future’, but as present: past and future are 
present in the Figure. But is Deleuze then implying that there is no 
present or that everything is present? It is exactly trying to treat this 
element of temporality in Deleuze's understanding of the paintings that 
brings us to the Event. 
 
1.3 TO FIGURE OUT 
Deleuze introduces another aspect into his analysis of Bacon’s paintings: 
the Fact. It relates to the isolation described in the previous sub-
chapters. The Fact is the relationship between the Figure and its place - 
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its amphitheatre.
xix
 Said in another way, the fact is when the Figure is 
freed from representation due to its indiscernible character; and freed 
from narration through isolation. The constant state of dissolving and the 
becoming in which the Figure finds itself, eliminates the idea of being as 
something actual, and thus the idea of the subject is illuminated as being 
a construction, an illusion, since it is based on this notion of being, of 
stable entities. 
 The relation between one or more figures within the isolation, is 
what Deleuze calls the Matter of Fact.
xx
 An important aspect of such a 
relation is that it is not defined in a narrative structure. This can be seen 
in Painting I where each Figure is isolated in its own canvas. 
Furthermore, if one considers that Deleuze leaves the categories of 
subject and object behind, it is clearly hard to distinguish Figure from 
sink or rather to define the borders of the Figure, therefore one might 
argue that the relation between sink and Figure in Painting III would also 
be a Matter of Fact. The subject-object relation, or rather its limitations, 
plays an important role in Deleuze’s understanding of thought. Let us 
now take a look into the ways in which he treats this elsewhere in his 
writings in order to enrich the way in which we can understand his 
analysis of Bacon’s art. In What is Philosophy? Deleuze states: 
 
“Subject and object give a poor approximation of thought. Thinking is 
neither a line drawn between subject and object nor a revolving of one 
around the other.”
xxi 
  
When Deleuze stresses that subject and object give a poor approximation 
of thought, we wonder, are the categories of subject and objects not 
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necessary categories for thinking? This brings us to the question of “how 
to think”? – or “how to figure out?” – and how it relates to Bacon’s 
paintings. 
 In his thesis Difference and Repetition, Deleuze, among other 
topics, explores thought in a way that can undoubtedly be of relevance 
when trying to understand Bacon’s paintings. In the third chapter, The 
Image of Thought in Difference and Repetition, Deleuze elaborates on 
the theme. 
 As he puts it, there are two kinds of experience: “those which do 
not disturb thought and (…) those which force us to think.”xxii We can 
describe the first kind of experience as something we recognize: we 
recognize the cow, a table etc. This is not thinking according to Deleuze; 
this is only recognizing.
xxiii
 That is where he places the so-called common 
sense, on which statements such as ‘a cow is a cow - because it is not 
something else’ are based.  To Deleuze the common sense is especially 
problematic because of the ‘good sense,’ ascribed to humans: because of 
the belief in the ‘good sense’ we end up never questioning the common 
sense.
xxiv
  Therefore these are notions that limit thought. In this 
direction, subject and object could be understood in the same way: as 
categories taken for granted, used for structuring the world they end up 
limiting thought, just as the ‘common sense’.  
The second kind of experience does not involve recognition. 
Instead, these are the ones, which force us to think – to figure out. 
Something, which does not fall into our preconceptions of the world, will 
shake our basic assumptions, forcing us to think. As Deleuze puts it: it is 
“the destruction of an image of thought which presupposes itself and 
the genesis of the act of thinking in thought itself”xxv                   
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When returning to the paintings of Francis Bacon, is it then not 
exactly the effect of the Figure that it forces us to think? As we cannot 
relate it to familiar categories, we reach the limit of the human language. 
How can we explain something, which we cannot categorize in 
accordance with familiarity and meaning? When looking at the paintings 
we cannot see precisely what they represent, however they affect us 
anyway. How can that be? It is precisely because they do not fall into our 
previous categories of thought that they force us to think and affect us in 
a very particular way: we sense it before we think about it. Deleuze 
explains it like this: ”the Figure is the sensible form related to a 
sensation; it acts immediately upon the nervous system (…).”xxvi The 
Figure, according to Deleuze, is something sensible. This Figure, which 
acts directly on the nervous system, seemingly is sensed rather than 
recognized. This implicates that we are affected through channels 
outside the conscious cognitive mind. As we are not re-cognizing but 
sensing, our experience of the Figure is immediate and hence not 
processed by the conscious brain. The Figure, is something that we can 
sense thus something sensible – not something we can recognize as a 
category.  
 Somehow, the Figure makes visible the limitations of the 
conscious mind and what derives from that. But if the Figure or the 
Event expresses something, which is not related to the conscious human 
mind, then it must have a value in itself or rather it must be something, 
which is not graspable for the conscious mind. But what then is the 
content of the Event? This will be explored in the following chapter.  
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1.4 THE EVENT 
We think that the concept of the Event is a very pivotal concept within 
Deleuze's philosophy, even though he seldom mentions it explicitly in 
Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation. Nevertheless, having it in mind 
adds several extra layers to our understanding of his Logic of Sensation.  
 We clearly see the relation between the concept of the Event and 
the way Deleuze treats Bacon's paintings. But introducing the concept 
within this context of paintings will take some explanation. First we will 
put the paintings aside for a while, as we take a little detour through 
parts of Deleuze's general body of writing. When we have clarified how 
we think the Event should be understood, we will return to the paintings 
to show how this insight can change our experience of them.   
The Event is one of Deleuze's more ambiguous concepts: he rarely 
explains it, and the few explanations he gives are usually given as a part 
of the explanation about something else. It seems that the Event is a 
concept superimposed on the notion of time; or a complexification of 
the common understanding of time. His understanding of time in 
relation to the Event (or the Event in relation to time), can be seen in 
certain passages in What is Philosophy?:     
 
“It is no longer time that exist between two instants; it is the event that 
is a meanwhile [un entre-temps]: the meanwhile is not part of the 
eternal, but neither is it part of time - it belongs to becoming. The 
meanwhile, the event, is always a dead time; it is there where nothing 
takes place, an infinite awaiting that is already infinitely past, awaiting 
and reserve. This dead time does not come after what happens; it 
coexists with the instant or time of the accident, but as the immensity of 
the empty time in which we see it as still to come and as having already 
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happened, in the strange indifference of an intellectual intuition.”
xxvii
 
 
It becomes clear in the quote that he does not clearly define what the 
Event is, because it is apparently beyond language, perhaps even beyond 
rationalization: his elaboration does not seem to correspond with our 
structuring systems which purpose is to create fixed categories. Reading 
a paragraph like the one above is a bit like seeing Deleuze dancing 
around what he wants to say: what exactly does he mean by, for 
example, “the strange indifference of an intellectual intuition”?
xxviii
 But 
this lack of precision seems to be exactly the point. If he named it, 
categorized it, placed it within a narrative structure, it would lose its link 
to the infinite, and become just another definition, a demarcation. 
Nevertheless the quote above gives some suggestions to how one could 
think of the Event. 
When stating that the dead time of the Event does not come 
before or after what happens, but coexists with what happens (the 
accidental), Deleuze suggests that the Event does not directly oppose our 
conception of time. Instead it is outside time. It is though clear from the 
quote that the concept of the Event challenges our linear understanding 
of time: We clearly separate past, present and future; past and future are 
not in the present, but before and after it. In that sense, past cannot 
return, and future is still to come. How then can something be seen as 
still to come and having already happened? That is exactly what Deleuze 
suggests about the Event. In order to understand better how we think 
Deleuze reaches such an ‘outrageous’ idea, we need to take a look into 
the notions of virtuality and actuality in relation to the Event.  Actuality 
is, in the above-mentioned quote, seemingly referred to as “the instant 
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or time of the accident”
xxix
. Deleuze also refers to it as the state of 
affairs.
xxx
 The fact that Deleuze attributes an accidental character to 
actuality indicates that a given state of affairs is always a random 
outcome of the interactions between its components. The virtual stands 
for all the other potential outcomes. The world is in a certain state at a 
given point, but it might as well have been in any other way. For instance 
the materials that form ones body might as well have been forming 
another body or no body at all, but instead they might have been 
forming the grass, a tree, or even the paper this project is printed on. 
According to Deleuze “The Event is not the state of affairs (…). It is the 
virtual that is distinct from the actual.”
xxxi
 The Event seems then to be 
this potentiality of any given state of affairs to be different, without 
being reduced to the state of affairs itself. Since “the event is pure 
immanence (…)
xxxii
” it must somehow be present within every state of 
affairs: the potentiality of ones body to have become anything else lies 
within the body without being the body itself.  
 The Event then, if understood as potentiality, involves clearly that 
which has already happened and that which is still to come. All the 
previous states of affairs, as well as those to come, were and will be an 
actualization of such a potentiality. But, if one acknowledges that all 
potentiality lies in a given state of affairs, then the potential states that 
were or will be actualized, virtually are in that state of affairs; they 
coexist. In this direction one cannot see past and future as gone or still to 
come, but instead as present. All that has ever happened and might 
possibly happen is part of the present. Neither can one see time as a 
tunnel through which things change, but one must see time as change 
itself. Change does not happen in time, but it is time. The common 
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notion of time is a tool we use for understanding change. The movement 
of the hands of the watch is nothing more than a change of position, a 
standardization of change by which we navigate and which we call time. 
 If reality were to be seen as a dough, the Event would be all the 
many forms that the dough could possibly take. As humans we would be 
part of this dough, but we would only be able to see a tiny fraction of the 
forms the dough takes, or actualizes. If that is all we can see, then 
imagine us being able to see all the infinite possible shapes the dough 
might take. All these infinite possibilities are part of reality just as the 
forms the dough actually takes. But the Event would refer to the 
possibilities which are not actualized. “(…) It [the Event] is a virtual that is 
real without being actual”
xxxiii
 This is why the Event is such an elusive 
concept; it is on the level of the infinite. 
 The detour might have been a little longer than expected, but let 
us now return to Bacon’s paintings with the concept of the Event in mind 
by asking: how do they relate? In What is Philosophy? there is a clue to 
how Deleuze positions art, philosophy and science in relation to the 
Event. He states “(…) that art and even philosophy may apprehend it [the 
Event] better than science.”
xxxiv
 Science, by trying to make sense of the 
world, typically considers only the actual, leaving the infinite possibilities 
aside. The accidental character of the actual is then masked, since 
science is occupied with the way things are and not the infinitely 
different ways they might have been. If we get back to the analogy of the 
dough, what science inevitably tries to do is to understand an isolated 
part of the dough, ignoring that even the smallest change of shape in any 
part of the dough will affect the rest of it, in a scale that might be so 
small that we cannot perceive.
xxxv
 By saying “art and even 
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philosophy”
xxxvi
, Deleuze suggests that art apprehends the Event better 
than philosophy, although both of them are superior to science in this 
task. It seems to us that this ranking between philosophy and art results 
from the fact that philosophy can talk about any possible world, but art 
has the ability of opening up potentialities through sensation.  
 Bacon’s paintings apparently interest Deleuze exactly because 
they apprehend the Event very accurately. They somehow render the 
idea of other possibilities visible. The fact that the Figure in Painting I 
remains undefined opens up for the possibilities of it being a person, 
man, woman, both, any of them, just a lump of meat or what ever one 
might get out of it - without precisely being anything. It shows non-
actualized potentials.  
 Comparing the notion of time in the Event with the idea of the 
motionless movement of Athleticism, it becomes apparent that they 
share common traits: the Figure does not come from anywhere and does 
not go anywhere, it is indiscernibly going and coming. In the same way, 
anything that the Figure might have been, anything that it might be and 
anything that it might become, indiscernibly lie in its undefined state.  
 The complexity of the Event cannot be captured by our 
conventionalized perception of reality. In the same way as it falls outside 
of our understanding of time, fixed categories such as subject and object 
limit our ability to see innumerous potentialities in reality. Bacon’s 
paintings, Figure, by not falling into categories and acting on the nervous 
system, forces us to think in a way we are not used to showing the 
accidental character of reality. 
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CHAPTER 2: 
SENSATION 
Painting IV: Head VI, 1949 
 
So, the question is now, how the Event relates to Bacon’s paintings. If we 
take a look at the painting above, we might be able to trace why the 
Event’s relation to Bacon’s art interests Deleuze. In Painting IV of the 
Pope we see a scream, a horrified scream. Horror is usually perceived as 
a feeling in some kind of context. One is horrified by something one 
senses – something one sees, hears or feels. Thus a horrified subject or 
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object entails a horrifying object or subject, bringing us back to binary 
oppositions and the world of narration and representation. But 
according to Deleuze this is not the case in Bacon’s series of Popes
5
.  
 
 “When he paints the Screaming Pope, there is nothing that might cause 
horror, and the curtain in front of the Pope is not only a way of isolating 
him, of shielding him from view; it is rather the way in which the Pope 
himself sees nothing, and screams before the invisible.”
xxxvii
 
 
As we see above, Deleuze claims that in this painting the Pope is not 
screaming at something horrifying, since his isolation by the cube and 
that which Deleuze calls the curtain (the dark brushes of paint in front of 
the Pope) excludes any external cause to the scream. In other words, 
there is nothing horrifying the Pope, triggering the scream; instead this is 
an Event of horror itself – the scream is actualized, the horror is not.
xxxviii
 
To Deleuze, the scream in Bacon’s painting exists before horror and it 
shows the Sensation of horror because it does not consider the cause of 
the scream – and thus, it avoids narration. Had Bacon painted the horror, 
he would have painted the actualization of the Event of horror, which 
would then not be the Event anymore, but instead the accident. As 
horror is not actualized, horror is preserved as an Event – it is preserved 
as all possible horrors. In this way the potential Sensation of horror is 
immanent in the painting and, as such, this potential Sensation is 
preserved in the painting. According to Deleuze, art is the only thing that 
can preserve Sensation, and Bacon’s paintings are some of the best 
preservations of it.
xxxix
   
                                                
5
 Bacon made a series of ‘Heads’ portraying Popes.   
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  So, to sum up, the close to non-narrative, non-figurative, non-
temporal relationship of the Figure and its isolation creates an 
expressivity of the Event – it speaks the Event. In Painting IV, for instance, 
the Event of pure horror is spoken. But who does it speak to? Painting IV 
conveys exactly the kind of Sensation Deleuze is interested in; that which 
he seeks to map in his Logic of Sensation. Logic and sensation to us seem 
to be two very distinct concepts; concepts that we have a difficulty in 
connecting. Nonetheless, as the title of Deleuze’s book is Francis Bacon: 
The Logic of Sensation, it is clear that in Deleuze’s opinion such logic 
exists. The following chapter will serve to investigate Deleuze’s Logic of 
Sensation. If Painting IV indeed conveys a Sensation of horror, then how 
can we make sense of this? Can we even investigate Sensation? If the 
scream of the Pope is not provoked by external causes then how can we 
explain it? We notice that, at this point, Deleuze has explained Bacon’s 
paintings without explicitly mentioning its consequences in relation to an 
external viewer. Hereby not saying that Deleuze excludes an external 
viewer, but rather he refrains from concentrating on this aspect in the 
first chapters of his book. As we will get back to, we would be confused, 
if the external viewer does not play an implicit role in the Logic of 
Sensation in these chapters. We believe, as we will return to, that 
Deleuze refrains from explaining the relation between the painting and 
the external viewer in the first couple of chapters for explanatory 
reasons.             
 Once again, the concepts of Pressure and Claustrophobia from 
Chapter 1 might serve to illuminate in regard to the investigation of 
Deleuze’s concept of Sensation in the painting. If our concepts hold, the 
Pope conveys Claustrophobia due to external and internal Pressure 
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within the painting. But as Pressure exists in this painting, external forces 
must do so too; something must cause this Pressure. Now, if external 
forces do exist in Painting IV, these must, in order to avoid 
representation, be of a kind we cannot recognize. As we saw earlier the 
Pope screams before the invisible – an invisible Force. Keeping in mind 
the investigation of ‘to figure out’ in the previous chapter, would this not 
be Deleuze’s perception of to Think instead of merely to recognize? Or in 
other words, the painting speaks a language, which we do not recognize 
and thus, we are forced to Think. If the way of expressing is no longer the 
human language (of direct reference
6
) then human empiricism will result 
in Deleuze’s concept of to Think because the unrecognizable material, 
language, expressivity etc. will force the human to Think – mind you, 
only when the thing is not recognized as either meaning or non-
meaning. This is exactly where Bacon’s Event takes place; in the in-
between meaning and non-meaning.   
 In this chapter we will explore the nature of these 
aforementioned invisible Forces. It will investigate the Forces in Bacon’s 
paintings, the Expressivity of things, the state of Becoming, and the 
interaction of materials. This will serve the purpose of shedding light on 
Deleuze’s Logic of Sensation.       
 
2.1 FORCES IN THE PAINTING AND THE EXPRESSIVITY OF 
THINGS    
Deleuze's notion of invisible Forces can be seen as a result of his general 
philosophical interest. In order to engage in the investigation of how 
                                                
6
 ”A direct reference theory is a theory of meaning that claims that the meaning of 
an expression lies in what it points out in the world.” Retrieved 28th of November 
2009 from: http://www.statemaster.com/encyclopedia/Direct-reference-theory 
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Deleuze expresses his Logic of Sensation through the art of Bacon, the 
concept of Sensation needs to be investigated, and in order to do this we 
need to illuminate certain aspects of his philosophy.  
 
“In art, and in painting as in music, it is not a matter of reproducing or 
inventing forms, but capturing forces (….) The task of painting is defined 
as the attempt to render visible forces that are not themselves visible”
xl 
 
In the quote above Deleuze makes explicit what he thinks, is the main 
task of art, namely to make visible the invisible Forces. To understand 
what these Forces are let us take a look at the following painting:    
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Painting V: Self-portrait, 1969 
 
When looking at Painting V, Bacon’s isolation of the Figure is evident: 
there is very limited, if any, narration in the painting, no interaction with 
other Figures or materials. Here, a ring does not represent the isolation 
of the Figure, but instead it seems to be isolated by Pressure – because, 
something is interacting with the Figure in the painting. Something is 
forcing the Figure to deform. Deleuze describes the capability to depict 
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these Forces as the main task of painting
xli
.   
 So, when Bacon paints a deformed Figure as in the painting 
above, it can be seen as an example of making these invisible Forces 
visible within the painting. Deleuze goes on: “Force is closely related to 
sensation: for a sensation to exist, a force must be exerted on a body.”
xlii 
So, to Deleuze, Sensation derives from something he refers to as Forces 
exerted on a body (Figure). But then, what are these Forces exactly? 
Outside the painting we are constantly exposed to Forces. Examples of 
these could be, what we refer to as “physical forces”, such as gravity, 
magnetism, inertia.
xliii
 But as Deleuze describes, also Forces like sound 
and horror are important for Sensation.  
We can in Painting V see gravity and pressure molding Bacon’s 
face, but these molding Forces are not visible in the reality outside the 
painting. This rendering visible of the invisible enters into the domain of 
non-human expressivities; the expressivity of things.  
  Painting V, in Deleuze’s opinion, is a Figure conveying Sensation 
just as the Pope in Painting IV did. This line of thought can be hard to 
follow; that material paint on a material canvas can create something as 
abstract as Sensation. When Deleuze interprets Bacon’s paintings it 
seems like Bacon in Deleuze's opinion paints Figures with the ability to 
sense; he is making visible the sensory reality of the Figure. As such the 
painting conveys an Event of material interaction – invisible material 
Forces, which “are like the forces of the cosmos confronting an 
intergalactic traveler immobile in his capsule. It is as if invisible forces 
were striking the head from many angles,”
xliv
 as Deleuze puts it. For 
Deleuze, Bacon’s self-portraits and portraits as well as his Popes convey 
Events of Sensation – where Sensation speaks through the Figure 
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because of its affect upon it. Invisible Forces are being sensed and this 
Sensation is being preserved as long as the material of the painting 
exists. 
Interaction of materials creates an Expressivity in Deleuze’s 
opinion. In this interaction the materials express themselves through 
their relationship to other materials – materials communicate internally. 
Deleuze stresses in his earlier book A Thousand Plateaus “(…) not only do 
plants and animals, orchids and wasps, sing or express themselves, but 
so do rocks and rivers, every stratified thing on earth.”
xlv
 It is important 
that this book sets out to investigate very different questions than the 
book about Bacon, but still it might serve illustrative in this explanation: 
  
Example: The behavior of an animal-prey will show if a predator is 
nearby, and as such the expressivity of the predator will be shown 
through the prey. The predator will be rendered visible through the 
behavior of the prey. This would be the same for inanimate materials, for 
instance the flow of the river will express the presence of a dam.    
  
If every material thing is expressing itself, the painting must do so as 
well. But then, what does Painting V express? It seems as if the invisible 
Forces in the self-portrait are expressed through the molding of the 
head. The way in which the head is being deformed expresses the 
existence of invisible Forces. Like in the example of the prey, the 
presence of the Forces is shown through the molding of the head.  
 
“Bacon’s Figures seem to be one of the most marvelous responses in the 
history of painting to the question, How can one make invisible forces 
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visible? This is the primary function of the Figures.”
xlvi 
 
 
As it looks right now, Bacon’s paintings express themselves in no 
different way than nature, but as Deleuze states in the quote, Bacon’s 
paintings have a function. Bacon’s art needs a receiver to successfully 
function. It cannot successfully carry out its function communicating only 
as material. As earlier mentioned, Sensation is preserved as a 
potentiality – Horror speaks the Event, but to a receiver. We wonder, if 
the Event spoken by horror would be understood differently by a rock, a 
bird, and a human?             
 In a constantly changing material world, art to Deleuze, seems 
like something preserved in itself, something static: “Art preserves, and it 
is the only thing in this world that is preserved. It preserves and is 
preserved in itself.”
xlvii 
We must now take a look at Deleuze’s concept of 
Becoming as explaining the movement and dissolution that takes place 
in the painting.  
 
2.2 BECOMING IN THE PAINTING 
Up until now we have talked about a movement in the paintings that 
leads to dissolution of the borders of the Figure. The zones of 
indiscernibility – that which makes it hard to say what is what in the 
paintings – Deleuze presents as the concept of Becoming. This concept 
seems to be what replaces the notion of being, but let us take a look at 
how it is manifested in Bacon’s paintings. 
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Painting VI: Fragment of a Crucifixion, 1950 
 
In the painting above the Figure in the middle seems to be a face, but 
when looking closer, the only facial trait to be seen is a mouth. 
Furthermore, there is not a body in connection with the mouth, but only 
what looks like a floating, white mass.  
 In this painting there are seemingly depictions of some human 
body, becoming animal. The brushes of brown beneath the Figure, which 
is the same uniform color that the material structure consists of, give a 
feeling of a dissolving movement towards the structure, as if the Figure 
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was becoming part of the structure.
xlviii
 In Painting VI, and many others of 
Bacon's paintings there are apparently Figures, but as we saw, when 
looking closer, they turn out to be not exactly body-like Figures. They 
retain the characteristics of the Figure, and so they cannot be said to be 
non-Figures. But if they are clearly Figures, and not bodies, what are 
they then?  
As Deleuze puts it, this “is a becoming-animal of man. In this 
becoming, the entire body tends to escape from itself, and the Figure 
tends to return to the material structure.”
xlix.
 How can we understand 
this white mass then? No matter how dissolved and non-bodylike the 
Figure is, it is still a Figure, but is it human? Can we even talk of the lump 
of melting meat in the painting as belonging to a particular species? 
Perhaps the Figure is a body becoming something else?  
 As this dissolution takes place the “cat” on the top of the crucifix 
seems to be hunting the remains of the face. There is clearly some kind 
of inseparability between that, which seems to be a cat-like Figure and 
that, which seems to be the remains of the human face. However it is 
hard to put a finger on whether the movement is from animal to human 
or from human to animal or whether it is actually one Figure that is 
falling apart. There is clearly no given narration in the painting, however, 
as it was exemplified above, it forces you to Think.  Actually, Deleuze 
refers to the animal-like Figure as a dog
l
 – however our first impression 
was that it was a cat, which underlines the notion that there is no given 
narration or representation in the painting. Thus, it can be seen that 
Becoming plays a major role in making the non-narrative, non-
representative aspects of the paintings. 
 Here we need to remember that even though Deleuze sees a 
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virtue in turning away from figuration and narration in painting, he does 
not believe that it should be left completely behind. Hence, he 
acknowledges a Figure, and therefore also a degree of narration, so it 
makes sense to see the Figure as a body, and as a representative for 
something human-like. But this Figure is clearly not a stable entity, it is 
dissolving, it is undergoing a process of change, in this case with the 
movement towards the cat as if these two entities were melting 
together. This is the core of the concept of Becoming – to show the 
unstable nature of everything and thereby replace the idea of essences 
of being.  
 
2.3 MATERIAL INTERACTION AND SENSATION PT. 1  
In the two subchapters above we have introduced Deleuze’s perception 
of non-human Expressivity as well as the Becoming, where we can no 
longer clearly define the borders of the Figure in the painting. As we will 
explain in Chapter 3, the interaction between the painting and an 
external viewer is important in Deleuze’s Logic of Sensation, but then – 
as we have asked before – why does he start out by concentrating on the 
painting in itself? The question to Deleuze must be: Does a Sensation 
exist in Bacon’s paintings without an external viewer?  
 Sensation in the painting seems to be the sensory reality of the 
Figure. The potential Sensation exists in the painting when the Figure is 
isolated from external causes. But if everything has a non-human 
Expressivity would Sensation not be present in all material aspects of 
reality?  
 Let us for a moment take a second look at the example of the 
prey and predator: When the prey expresses the presence of a predator 
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nearby, we will be able to make sense of it because we have seen this 
happen before. A deer or a rabbit will run from the very sight of us. This 
instinctive pattern has been mapped in our crystallized mind due to 
experience. We have walked towards these animals a number of times, 
and the resulting fear is not strange to us. The fear of the deer or rabbit 
will thus express something recognizable. As we know, the Expressivity of 
the Event in Bacon’s paintings, used in this chapter, is of Sensation. The 
paintings convey Sensation because the sensory reality of the Figures lies 
between meaning and non-meaning. If we could detect why the Pope is 
screaming, the potential Sensation of horror would not be there 
anymore. Thus, human language cannot convey Sensation unless it has 
traits of non-language.   
 Where human language is insufficient in itself, art can take over 
in its mix of human language and Expressivity. When explaining the 
infinite possibilities of the material world, human language must meet its 
demise. How can a limited system such as human language tell us about 
infinity? If the Event is the virtual reality of an indefinable Figure in 
constant Becoming, human language will undoubtedly suffer at the prize 
of infinity and non-meaning.   
 To us it seems that Bacon paints Sensation through which the 
Event is conveyed. The logic of it must be the conditions for this 
Sensation to be preserved as a potentiality. The freezing of the Becoming 
in Bacon’s paintings creates the perfect condition for this: a non-subject 
in a non-static state of Becoming – not something but possibly 
everything – which conveys the very existence of uncaused Sensation. 
 Now, why does Deleuze merely concentrate on the painting 
without a relation between the painting and the external viewer in the 
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first part of the book on Bacon? One answer to this question could be 
Deleuze’s attempt to trace the potential Event of Sensation. One answer 
to this question could be that Deleuze attempts to trace the potential 
Sensation of the Event. Seemingly, one of many attempts in this book 
might be to investigate empirically how the Event in itself can be made 
sensible. As it has been explained, outside the painting the Event 
becomes something we cannot comprehend, but inside the painting the 
Event is preserved and therefore it is potentially comprehensible through 
experience.        
 Nevertheless, at this point the relation between external viewer 
and painting will be investigated.  
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CHAPTER 3: 
BREAKING DOWN THE ORGANISM 
 
Up to now we have been dealing with the paintings in themselves and 
Deleuze’s philosophical interpretation of them. It seems as if Deleuze 
treats Bacon’s paintings as a source of empirical investigation in regard to 
the Event. Until now, Deleuze has refrained from focusing on the external 
viewer, and has concentrated on investigating the paintings. We have, in 
the company of Deleuze, continually explored the Event of the paintings, 
but not yet the relation between the Event and an external viewer. As 
the previous chapter suggested the Events in Bacon’s paintings are 
preserved, but what does this actually indicate? Does this mean that the 
Event is there without a viewer? Deleuze’s understanding of the Event 
makes us pose the question: Would the painting exist without a viewer? 
To us, art seems like something, which loses its meaning when not 
interacting with a viewer. All though Deleuze is not being entirely clear 
about the role of a viewer, and most of the time not even explicitly 
mentions one, he nevertheless does introduce a viewer in Francis Bacon: 
The Logic of Sensation. But how can a connection between a human and 
Bacon’s Event be made, considering the limits of the conscious brain and 
language? This chapter will serve the purpose of establishing the 
connection between the viewer and the painting.     
 
3.1 THE DIAGRAM 
By entitling his book Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, Deleuze 
strongly suggests that he considers Sensation as the key feature in 
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Bacon’s paintings. We have illuminated how the Forces in the painting 
can convey Sensation, but in which ways can a painter achieve this when 
painting?  
Deleuze actually identifies only one way through which the painter 
can achieve Sensation. He calls it the Diagram. The Diagram is Deleuze’s 
term for a painting technique that consists of accidental, irrational, 
involuntary, random, nonillustrative, free manual marks. According to 
him, its function is to bring chaos into the painting.
li
  By introducing 
chaos, the Diagram is thus that which deforms representation, or, as 
Deleuze puts it, fights the cliché
lii
. These clichés are all the possible 
figurations that already cover the white canvas before the act of 
painting; images which stem both from the history of painting and from 
the painter’s ideas or memories when he stands before the seemingly 
blank canvas
liii
. The images in the painter’s head already fill the canvas, 
and the chaos brought by the Diagram is thus necessary in order to 
disorganize and de-structure this prior figuration so that Sensation can 
take place in the painting. Chaos is then a necessary way to get to 
Sensation as that which will make the painting escape the cliché of 
representing something that was virtually filling the canvas in advance. 
Nonetheless, these marks of chaos are not by themselves sufficient to 
achieve Sensation: The Diagram is the necessary way to get there, but it 
is not a way that necessarily leads there. As Deleuze puts it, the “(…) 
asignifying and nonrepresentative lines and zones, line-strokes and color-
patches (…) mark out possibilities of fact, but do not yet constitute a 
fact.”
liv
 The painter’s use of the Diagram is thus crucial. And that is when 
Bacon comes into the picture: Bacon can get from the Diagram 
(possibility of Fact) to the Fact. In other words, he goes into chaos and 
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gets out again, thereby achieving Sensation.  
Bacon’s Diagram consists of scrubbing, brushing, wiping, sweeping 
and rubbing. These random acts are not thought about or controlled, but 
instead performed by the hand alone. Deleuze elaborates:  
 
“It is as if the hand assumed an independence and began to be guided by 
other forces, making marks that no longer depend on either our will or 
our sight. These almost blind manual marks attest to the intrusion of 
another world into the visual world of figuration”
lv  
 
This other world does not belong to the visually organized world, but to 
chaos. That is how he creates the zones of indiscernability that allow his 
Figures to escape figuration, as argued in Chapter 1. This is the way in 
which Sensation is getting introduced into the canvas, as these marks are 
actually traits of raw, confused Sensation. But, how does Bacon make 
this other, chaotic world accessible for an external viewer?  
Deleuze argues that for achieving Sensation, the Diagram 
“(…)must be reinjected into the visual whole(…)”
lvi
. In other words, the 
chaos introduced by the manual marks of the Diagram, is that which 
destroys the cliché (meaning the static structure), but at the same time it 
introduces a possibility for something new to arise. In order for the 
painting to convey a Sensation that is preserved, and for a possible world 
to somehow be accessible to the external viewer, the manual marks 
need to be visually organized.  
For this reason, “The diagram is indeed a chaos, a catastrophe, but 
it is also a germ of order or rhythm.”
lvii
 So the Diagram, as a technique to 
escape the cliché, is at the same time chaos and possibility of visual 
order and rhythm. The fact that the Diagram is chaos might not be that 
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contradictory, since it is a method for getting away from clichés. Chaos is 
generally understood as something undetermined, whereas the clichés 
are something which is always the same – some kind of repetition. But 
how can one so strictly connect chaos and order?  
Deleuze’s notion of chaos is not exactly like the common 
understanding of the term. Chaos for him is not complete disorder and 
structurelessness. Instead, it is characterized by structures that appear 
and vanish at infinite speed: forms emerge and immediately dissolve.
lviii
 
But all these possible forms change so quickly that the human mind 
cannot grasp them. So, to our limited minds, chaos in itself is always 
going to be chaotic, in the common sense of the term: structureless, 
undetermined and disordered. Therefore all the possible forms 
(potentials) that emerge in chaos are not accessible to us, unless their 
chaotic state of infinite speed of change is somehow made consistent, 
durable. 
This seems to be the key idea for the understanding of Bacon’s use 
of the Diagram: it is some way of capturing the continuous and infinitely 
fast fluidity of chaos and, thereby, making something which is infinite, 
accessible to our finite minds. Bacon, with his art, is in a state of constant 
balancing between the poles commonly identified as order and disorder. 
His paintings are never pure chaos or pure order, but they are neither in 
between. Rather, they are the expression of the constant move into 
chaos and back again.   
Deleuze refers to a move comparable to that carried out by Bacon 
as De- and Reterritorialization, elsewhere in his writings.
7
 In order to 
                                                
7
 Deleuze used the term mainly in his writings with Felix Guattari: Anti-Oedipus, A 
Thousand Plateaus and What is Philosophy? 
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explain these concepts, let us start by understanding Territory. Territory 
indicates something within fixed and distinguishable boundaries. An 
example could be the categorization and organization performed by the 
‘rational’ mind, in which all things are put in stable boundaries, making 
them distinct and distinguishable from each other. Deterritorialization, 
indicates the move between territories, where components forming one 
Territory disperse elsewhere. Deterritorialization implies then a move 
towards indiscernability, where the boundaries become more and more 
flux, making things less and less distinguishable. Reterritorialization 
follows from Deterritorialization, since every move must be a move 
somewhere: In other words, components dispersing from different 
Territories will, at some point, assemble into a new Territory, which will 
again be Deterritorilized. It is a constant de- and restructuring, where the 
structures that arise are never the same
lix
.  
In the same way, in the destructuring and restructuring in the 
painting performed by Bacon, something new is created: The return 
movement never leads the paintings (or the painter) to the place of 
departure, but somewhere new. In other words the restructuring will 
always be different from the structure that has been destructured.  
This balance is crucial, since it is the only way of expressing 
glimpses of other possible worlds: something that affects us, but that we 
cannot recognize. In other words, the Sensation of Bacon’s paintings 
suggests something new and different; but we don’t know what it is. The 
paintings disturb us and thereby shake our crystallized ideas of the 
world.  
To clarify this balance found by Bacon, it might be fruitful to take a 
look into the poles, or the extremes of order and disorder in painting: 
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respectively, abstract painting and abstract expressionism. Deleuze 
stresses their contrasting use of the Diagram
lx
. While in the abstract 
painting the Diagram is reduced to some sort of code and chaos is 
reduced to a minimum, in abstract expressionism the “chaos is deployed 
to the maximum”
lxi
 and the Diagram occupies the entire painting. 
According to Deleuze these two ways fail in achieving Sensation: the one 
because it is too organized, and the other because it is too chaotic
lxii
. Let 
us take a look into one example of paintings stemming from each of 
these styles:  
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Painting VII: Dimanche 1, 1950 
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Painting VIII: Composition with Pouring II, 1943 
 
It is nearly unnecessary to mention that the first painting stems from 
abstract painting and that the second stems from abstract 
expressionism. Although neither of the paintings seem to be 
representing anything, a sharp difference between them can easily be 
identified. The geometrical, ordered character of the first shows nearly 
no glimpse of chaos, or of the Diagram. The hand thus has been 
subordinated to the eye; in other words, the manual labour has clearly 
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been directed to serve an optical organization
lxiii
. Abstract painting could 
be associated to Territorialization, in its organized, bounded and distinct 
aspects. In the second painting, though, the opposite is noticed: nearly 
no geometry, but colors instead. The Diagram is all over the painting, 
rendering it chaotic to an extent that the eye can hardly follow. The eye 
in this case has been subordinate to the hand. The movement of 
Deterritorialization is undoubtedly evident in the structureless character 
of abstract expressionism, but not the return, opposite movement of 
reterritorialization. If we recall that the Diagram consists of traits of 
confused sensation
lxiv
, it could be said of the first case that, by reducing 
the Diagram to a minimum, it also reduces Sensation – or does not even 
achieve it. It acts on the brain instead of acting on the nervous system
lxv
.  
Abstract expressionism, on the other hand, by remaining in the Diagram 
and letting it take over the entire painting, remains in confused and 
ephemeral Sensation: Sensation is present but not preserved, everything 
is just one big mess.
lxvi
 Although these two styles are opposite poles, we 
see an aspect they share: We consider that, in both cases, the level of 
abstraction is too high for truly affecting us or expressing any glimpse of 
other possible worlds. When we look at those paintings, we do not see 
they express something we do not recognize; instead, we recognize that 
they express something that does not affect us. 
Back to Bacon. The encounter of geometry and color in his 
paintings provide confused and ephemeral sensation with a frame, giving 
it clarity and duration; in other words, transforming sensation into 
Sensation.  Furthermore, the way in which the manual traits of the 
Diagram are reintroduced into a visual whole suggests a particular 
relation between eye and hand. According to Deleuze, Bacon’s use of the 
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Diagram gives the eye another power, besides that of seeing.
lxvii
 This new 
function of the eye, which Deleuze calls the Haptic Function, is crucial for 
the relation between Bacon’s paintings and the viewer. The Haptic 
Function of the eye, how it is linked to Sensation and how that affects 
the viewer will be the focus of the next subchapter.  
 
3.2 THE HAPTIC FUNCTION 
Do you get the picture so far? Are we making ourselves clear? Look, we 
know it might be difficult to see the point, but hopefully it will soon 
show. It is perhaps not just about seeing it, but seeing, hearing, touching, 
smelling and tasting it. We are not asking you to put your tongue on the 
paper, smell the ink, or hear how the words rustle when you turn the 
pages, but you are welcome to try. The senses are considered separate – 
sight is visual, hearing is auditive and so forth. However, the following 
will consider what happens when an interaction between the Diagram 
and a viewer takes place and how sight can work as something more 
than a visual sense, how senses can overlap and by that have multiple 
functions. 
According to Deleuze, “Bacon constantly says that sensation is 
what passes from one “order” to another, from one “level” to another, 
from one “area” to another”
lxviii
. The way in which invisible Forces are 
turned visible by the painting is one way in which Sensation passes from 
the invisible “order” to the visible: seeing something one can only feel
8
. 
But Deleuze is also talking about another movement: feeling something 
you can only see. Warm and cool colors have a physical effect of warm 
                                                
8
 Here, ”feel” is not meant as in relation to emotions, but as in relation to the 
sensory. 
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and cool on the eye. Moreover, colors can expand and contract the space 
of the painting.
lxix
 It is this movement, touching the visible, that the 
Diagram seen in Bacon’s paintings makes possible, and that Deleuze calls 
the Haptic aspect of painting; touching with the eye, or through the eye. 
Let us now take a look at the self-portrait below with these movements 
in mind (seeing by touching and touching by seeing):  
 
 
Painting IX: Self-Portrait, 1971 
 
When looking at the Figure, we do not only see the Forces 
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deforming the body, but we clearly feel them. The uniform dark color 
surrounding the Figure contracts the space of the painting, creating a 
claustrophobic feeling in us as viewers. Our eyes not only see the 
deformed face of Francis Bacon but the eyes feel the pain. The eyes are 
in this sense not visually orientated but are also a channel where pain 
goes through. We can touch the deformed face, we feel its strangeness, 
and at the same time our own face feels the deforming Forces acting on 
it: For a split second, we sense our own face deforming. The Forces 
within the painting are now Forces acting on our nervous system; as we 
are sensing the change in the painting it makes us change, and as such 
we become the painting. In the same sense the painting becomes us 
because it reemerges in us; as us. Hence, there is a mutual interaction 
between the viewer and the viewed. There is Sensation when the 
painting acts directly on our nervous system, when we touch with our 
eyes. The Haptic then refers to a special relation between eye and hand, 
or rather sight and touch. The shift in this relation reveals new aspects in 
painting.  
According to Deleuze, the organization created by the aesthetic 
laws of Classical and Christian paintings is what made the painting 
figurative and representative: 
 
“If representation is related to an object, this relation is derived from the 
form of representation; if this object is the organism and organization, it 
is because representation is first of all organic in itself, it is because the 
form of representation first of all expresses the organic life of man as 
subject”
lxx 
 
Again, we see how Deleuze is interested in leaving behind the idea of the 
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subject. What he is saying here is that representation always involves 
organization, since that which is being represented has been pre-
defined. A representation must thus be a relation between two entities, 
a subject and the represented. If you are asked to paint a duck you would 
most likely paint your representation of what a duck looks like, not what 
it tastes like or sounds like. Now, to Deleuze, the Haptic vision can 
remove the representative. This is because our very idea of how our 
organs work is a representation – the eye that looks is a representation. 
The way in which the painting expresses itself, without representation, in 
other words affects the viewing subject into experiencing the painting 
through the Haptic vision.  
Starting to touch with our eyes is a first step towards breaking 
down the body of organization, a first step towards becoming a non-
subject; a non-organism. The Haptic Function should be understood as 
the function of touch particular to sight itself, uniquely of its own, 
distinct from its optical function – as when looking at the portrait above 
and, only by looking at it, feeling the texture and volume of this distorted 
head directly in the spine. In the same way “(…) painters paint with their 
eyes, but only insofar as they touch with their eyes.”
lxxi
 We also, when 
looking at Bacon’s paintings, touch them with our eyes. “Painting gives 
us eyes all over: in the ear, in the stomach, in the lungs (…).”
lxxii
 Here, it is 
said that not only do we touch with our eyes, but other organs in the 
body become eyes. And with our eyes we hear (as when we hear the 
scream of the Pope just by looking at it), breathe, and perform any other 
imaginable function suggested by a painting. These are clearly qualities 
that would not “traditionally” be attributed to the eye. 
 Is ‘touching with eyes’ at all possible? Would it not be more of a 
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metaphor? We have seen that Deleuze puts it in a quite literal sense. But 
if he then literally means touching with the eyes, as the term Haptic 
vision suggests, what does that entail to sight and touch? And what 
connections does it reveal with Deleuze’s philosophy in general? By 
attributing a genuine sense of touch to sight, Deleuze is first of all 
breaking with representation. Such representation is that which defines 
that the eye is the organ of sight (sight, and only sight, belongs to the 
eye, and only to the eye), and that skin is the organ of touch (touch, and 
only touch, belongs to the skin, and only to the skin). By looking at, for 
example, the two self-portraits used in this and the previous chapter, we 
sense how this barrier is not that rigid, and how painting, or more 
specifically the Figure, works as a way of breaking the sight/touch 
separation. But could we take this even further? If the eye becomes the 
tips of our fingers touching paint, if the invisible Forces of Bacon’s Events 
are actually touching our skin, if our skin actually becomes the skin of 
the Figure, then what does this entail?    
 
3.3 BECOMING THE PAINTING  
Now, that the Haptic Function of sight has been introduced, and the 
possibility for our organs to take on different functions touched upon, 
we will investigate the possibility of expanding the relation between the 
painting and the viewer.   
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the concept of the Event is very 
central in Bacon’s paintings, since the Event subsumes many of Deleuze’s 
other concepts. As we know, the way Deleuze explains the invisible 
Forces that create a Sensation in the painting, as well as the interaction 
in which the viewer experiences this Sensation, makes the viewer crucial 
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for the painting to successfully carry out its function.  As we know, the 
Diagram is the only tool for the painter to achieve this function, and the 
right use of the Diagram makes it possible for the viewer to touch with 
the eyes. But if the organization of the body is altered, how does this 
then influence the body? Here, it is important to keep in mind, that to 
Deleuze the subject or object are not fixed entities, but something in a 
constant change. In the understanding of the fixed subject, where 
subject is subject in relation to an object, the painting cannot be the 
subject. But, now that this relation has been expanded by Deleuze’s 
concept of to Think, then one must Become in order to Think. We 
wonder, does this make the subject become the painting? 
 To Deleuze, the fact that the paintings apprehend the notion of 
the Event makes them an allegory of reality. The Logic of Sensation 
makes this apprehension possible, and offers a Becoming of the Event, 
which we can hardly comprehend outside of art. When Deleuze 
describes a Becoming of the Figure in the painting, this is a Becoming 
going through the nervous system of the viewer, but how? If this is what 
causes the viewer to experience Sensation, then how?  
The Event is a difficult concept to grasp because it is the infinite 
possible worlds beyond any given actualisation. But, in Bacon’s paintings 
as we have learned in Chapter 1, the concept of the Event becomes 
graspable. When an external viewer interacts with the painting, the 
Event of the painting is actualised and made visible to the external 
viewer. 
 Now, we learned in Chapter 2, that the Event entails Becoming. In 
the subchapter 2.2 we explained the possible experience of the Event as 
being the exact zone between when the Figure is structured in itself and 
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when it has dissolved into the material structure. Thus, the Event of the 
external viewer and the painting must entail the same kind of Becoming.  
 Becoming is the state of the Figure where the binary opposition 
between the body’s materials and the materials of the spatial structures, 
as well as the difference between subject and object, is dissolved. 
Becoming exists outside of time. In Bacon’s paintings it is visible that the 
Figures are never truly structured nor truly dissolved, they are always in 
a state of Becoming. This Becoming is interesting in the sense that it 
makes visible that both the Figure and the viewer is in between 
conceptualized beings. The Sensation that Bacon’s paintings, according 
to Deleuze, generate outside the painting is of the external viewer 
sensing the painting, but as such this leaves the external viewer in a state 
of Becoming the painting – Becoming a screaming Pope, a Self-portrait, 
an animal, or a lump of meat. In a very real sense, we become Bacon’s 
Figures in order to experience their sensory reality – the Sensation. 
Through the paintings we in a glimpse achieve an intuitive understanding 
of the nature of reality.    
   
3.4 MATERIAL INTERACTION AND SENSATION PT. 2 
At this point we will attempt to clarify the reason why Deleuze chooses 
to part his projects into at least two distinct bodies. In his Logic of 
Sensation he both treats a Sensation in the Events preserved in Bacon’s 
paintings and the Sensation generated from the interaction of painting 
and external viewer. Bacon’s paintings in themselves seem like a deposit 
of possible Sensation – a catalyzer of pure Thinking – which is actualized 
through the Becoming painting of an external viewer. The viewer will 
experience horror without cause, the Claustrophobia of the isolation, the 
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Pressure of the invisible Forces of the Universe. The external viewer will 
become the ‘intergalactic traveler’. Subject will dissolve into object, and 
painting and external viewer will Become one.  
It is clear that Deleuze sees the paintings as having an Expressivity 
in themselves, but undoubtedly the potential of this Expressivity is only 
actualized when viewed by a human. We subjects try to make sense of 
the world, and therefore non-meaning forces us to Think, to Become, but 
only if this non-meaning has traces of meaning. Thus, the right use of the 
Diagram will make us become the painting. And, according to Deleuze, 
Bacon’s paintings are sublime at this. Therefore, when looking at Bacon’s 
paintings one can start to de-crystalize the body – into a new kind of 
body. Maybe this body can even talk with its arms, hear with its nose, or 
smell with its eyes. Deleuze calls this the Body without Organs. 
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CHAPTER 4: 
THE BODY WITHOUT ORGANS 
 
Now that we have gone through the main ideas of Francis Bacon: The 
Logic of Sensation it is time to collect the pieces in the puzzle to see 
what will appear. In the previous chapters we looked into the Event and 
how the Haptic Function of the eye paved the way for breaking down our 
fixed understanding of the bodily functions. As it becomes possible for 
the eye to serve other functions than just sight, the structuralizing 
features of the eye are challenged. The eye becomes something more 
than just an eye. Furthermore, Becoming breaks down the very 
understanding of the viewer and the painting as separate entities. As a 
result we are left with a body in dissolution. We wonder, where does this 
leave the body?  
Deleuze goes even further than just describing a body in structural 
dissolution; he rather argues for a body where organization is secondary 
to the possible functions which a lack of organization facilitates
lxxiii
. With 
the reason and logic oriented mindset that modern Western man is 
equipped with, it is hard to grasp or understand the human body as not 
being organized. The idea is frightening, provoking anxiety, weird, but to 
us, it is at the same time wonderful, light and easing to think of. Most 
people probably struggle in finding meaning in even bothering 
themselves with this, but none the less, Deleuze twined himself around 
and in the topic in several of his writings, Francis Bacon: The Logic of 
Sensation not being an exception.  
 What is a body if it is not an organism? Is it a body without 
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organization of any kind? As previously introduced, the Body without 
Organs may serve to clarify this. But what is the Body without Organs 
and how is it related to Bacons paintings? Deleuze states: 
 
“In fact, the body without organs does not lack organs, it simply lacks the 
organism, that is, this particular organization of organs. The body without 
organs is thus defined by an indeterminate organ, [or rather] (…) it is 
finally defined by the temporary and provisional presence of determinate 
organs.”
lxxiv 
 
Here, Deleuze describes the organism as the organized body. Hence, the 
Body without Organs is the disorganized body with no fixed presence of 
determinate organs. So to Deleuze any organization of the body should 
be temporary and likely to be changed. Instead of losing the structures in 
our body, it might be a question of letting them go, of freeing the organs 
from determined locations and functions. 
Although Deleuze only explicitly deals with the concept of the Body 
without Organs in one chapter of the book, we see it as being one of the 
crucial points of interconnection of Bacon’s paintings and Deleuze’s 
philosophy; again Deleuze finds his own philosophy in Bacon’s art. In this 
chapter we will explain how we have come to this belief. Let us first take 
up the chapter where Deleuze explicitly deals with the Body without 
Organs and then subsequently connect the Body without Organs to the 
other concepts dealt with in this project. 
 
4.1 HYSTERIA 
In the chapter where Deleuze deals with the Body without Organs he 
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connects it to what he calls Hysteria. But what is meant by Hysteria and 
what does that have to do with paintings and the Body without Organs? 
Can a painting create a Body without Organs? Let us have a look at the 
following triptych: 
 
 
Painting X: Triptych, 1972 
 
As we saw an example of in the introduction of Deleuze and will see a 
few examples of in this chapter, Bacon, besides painting single canvas 
paintings, made a range of a special kind of paintings, namely the 
triptychs. A triptych is a painting that takes up three panels. They are 
placed side by side and are often found over the alter in a church
lxxv
, but 
besides the three canvasses there is in Bacon’s paintings no connection 
to the Christian paintings. According to Deleuze, the triptych has a very 
precise function; that is to illuminate that which might not otherwise be 
discovered.
lxxvi
 What he speaks of here, is that the triptych’s three panels 
are analogous to and can make evident the three basic rhythms of 
Bacon’s paintings, that being:  
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• One eliminating rhythm 
• One steady or “attendant” rhythm 
• One simplificating rhythm
 lxxvii
 
 
These rhythms express the movements within the painting and this, we 
argue, is one way for Deleuze to show his concepts of 
Deterritorialization, Becoming and Reterritorialization in the paintings. 
Bacon can, according to Deleuze, transfer this very quality of the triptych 
to other single canvas paintings of his. In that way Bacon still maintains 
the three rhythms in one painting but without narrating, since the 
separate sections are truly distinct and therefore “in advance negate any 
narrative that would establish itself among them”.
lxxviii
 That is of utmost 
importance for the philosopher in regard. 
What we can conclude from this is that, in the notion of the 
qualities of the paintings, Deleuze sees the qualities of the triptychs also 
being present in the single canvas paintings, and therefore no further 
distinction between them needs to be made.
lxxix
  
Back to the bodies. It is clear from the paintings that they are not 
representing the body in the way we usually think of it. The Figures are 
loosing their bodily form (or some of their organs) as if the body was 
melting into fluid. At least this is the case with the two Figures (Painting 
X) in the canvasses to the left and to the right (eliminating and 
simplificating rhythms). For the Figure in the middle it looks as if it has 
lost the bone-structure and has collapsed (attendant rhythm). Even 
though the Figures are in a position that is supposedly extremely painful 
they do not express any pain or discomfort, as if they had no sensibility. 
Other paintings by Bacon, such as Triptych from 1973, are characterised 
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by using the technique of scrubbing zones. Take a look at this painting: 
 
 
Painting XI: Triptych, 1973 
 
Clearly, this triptych differs from the previous one not only due the use 
of different techniques (brushing, wiping and scrubbing instead of clearly 
defined contours), but also by the appearances of the Figures. As we see 
it, here the Figures are under internal physical pressure. In the canvas to 
the left it is expressed by the way in which the Figure (seated on a toilet) 
is bent over as if suffering from stomach cramps. We get the impression 
from the middle Figure that its face or rather head expresses some kind 
of discomfort. The third Figure is bent over the sink vomiting – a well-
known and extremely unpleasant situation.  
These two aspects in Bacon’s paintings (missing parts of the body 
or parts that turns into fluid and the scrubbed or wiped parts) are, 
according to Deleuze, what links the paintings to Hysteria. In the 19
th
 
century the idea of hysteria was that it was some kind of abnormal 
condition manifested through spasms, paralysis, hyperesthetics or 
anesthetics.
lxxx
 The hysterizised body is thus made present in Bacon’s 
paintings by the use of scrubbing for spastic and hyperesthetics and 
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missing parts for anesthetics and paralytics.
lxxxi
 But why the term 
‘Hysteria’? Well, the use of the term Hysteria and the reference to 19
th
 
century understanding of hysteria sounds very ironic to us, especially 
when Deleuze mentions psychiatry, as if he was referring to his previous 
critique of Freud and psychoanalysis.
9
 In the same way as Deleuze finds 
schizophrenia interesting, Hysteria is here presented as something 
positive or at least as something different from the 19
th
 century 
understanding of it.
10
 All these states of the body which are different 
from our usual understanding of a “normal” body are closely related to 
the Body without Organs.  
Hysteria, as Deleuze explains, relates to a condition where all 
things are equally present, meaning that there is no filter or conscious 
brain to sort out the impressions. This absence of filters breaks down the 
reason and logic oriented mindset and enables one to reach state where 
everything is equally possible. As such the hysterical state of the body 
resembles the Event: It is not the same thing but the Body without 
Organs in a way expresses the infinite possibilities of reality.    
  
4.2 THE BODY WITHOUT ORGANS IN THE PAINTING 
As you must have figured out by now, “ (…) the Figure is the body 
without organs (dismantle the organism in favor of the body, the face in 
favor of the head)(...).”
lxxxii
 The Figure is characterized exactly by what 
characterizes the Body without Organs: it disorganizes and reorganizes, 
again and again, in an infinite movement of De- and Reterritorialization. 
                                                
9
  This critique is presented in Anti-Oedipus. 
10
  ”A schizophrenic out for at walk is a better model than a neurotic lying on the 
analyst’s couch. A breath of fresh air, a relationship with the outside world.” 
(Deleuze & Guattari, 1984: 2) 
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As such, the movement of the Figure, Athleticism, is as well how the 
Figure becomes the Body without Organs since, when the body is trying 
to escape from itself, it is actually trying to escape the organism.
lxxxiii
 And 
then again, in our view, the Figure could as well be in a state of becoming 
a Territorialized body once again. If we remember Painting III it could be 
seen as if the Figure is a Body without Organs now trying to return to the 
organized, uniform field – the material structure. On the other hand, the 
body could be Deterritorializing, approaching the uniform field as the 
material flow, the chaos. But in the end this is not really relevant. The 
important thing is the movement in-between, the continuous De- and 
Reterritorialization. The Figure is in a state of constant Becoming – for 
instance, of Becoming animal. This entails, that there is no longer 
representation and narration; the Figure is not recognizable as a 
category and therefore recreation is substituted with creation. This 
seems to be the pivotal function of the Body without Organs and of 
major importance for Deleuze in Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation – 
to make visible the immanent possibilities in everything, which is 
constantly delimited by organisation or structure.  Furthermore it seems 
as if the idea of immanent possibilities does not only apply to the 
paintings – this potential he sees in everything in the world.  
   
4.3 BECOMING THE BODY WITHOUT ORGANS 
As we experienced in the Chapter 3, the relation between the painting 
(or the Figure) and the viewer is defined by sensibility. The Sensation 
conveyed by the Figure acts directly on the nervous system. The moment 
of Becoming painting has been shown to be when new possibilities are 
opened for the viewer. This happens since the filter of the conscious 
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brain is not able to react at the very moment where Sensation touches 
the nervous system. The experience in the moment is purely 
physiological – the material functions of the painting meeting the 
material functions of the human body.  
As we saw in subchapter 3.2 about the Haptic Function, Deleuze 
claims that Bacon’s paintings do not only break or disorganize the 
organism of the Figure but also the organism of the one looking at the 
picture, since the eye becomes the organ of touch. But the eye in 
Bacon’s paintings becomes not only the organ of touch; it is liberated, 
Deterritorialized. 
When experiencing the Body without Organs you will find 
yourself at the point of origin of all possible worlds. If you get a glimpse 
of all the potential outcomes, would it not be unsatisfactory to settle 
with our belief in the body as it functions according to the organisation 
of organs we know of? Try to imagine being freed or isolated from all 
previous representation; to be able to use all the potential our body 
holds material for. As stated, we find the idea amazing. After having 
become aware of it, we now constantly seek opportunities to have 
glimpses of the possible. We find them when looking at Bacon’s 
paintings, we find them when listening to music, we find them in 
conversations – we find them everywhere. So how does it feel, what 
should one be aware of? It is actually a question of the unusual. It is 
when you get the shivers, when you feel a certain ease or a certain 
unease. It is singing and dancing, losing your mind, crying, playing, 
screaming, falling (in love), laughing, puking, flying. It is a high, an inside 
out. It is when you conclude, not that it is raining, but that millions of 
drops of water fall from the sky.  
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 The Body without Organs is a matter of Becoming. The fact that it 
is raining is not the Event – instead, every drop of water is an Event and 
inside every drop there are even more Events. ‘Rain’ is just a 
representation of the human perception of all the Events. The Body 
without Organs is found in the Events. We are not subjects as such, we 
are not beings as such; we are Becomings consisting of and surrounded 
by an infinite number of possibilities. The drops of rain are not objects as 
such; potentially, they are also a part of us, as we are a part of them. 
Even in the usual it is possible to find the unusual. Consequently, the 
possibilities are endless – we just tend to ignore them, to not see them 
at all.    
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CHAPTER 5: 
ART AND PHILOSOPHY 
- SPECULATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
  
As Deleuze describes in the Author’s Foreword of Francis Bacon: The 
Logic of Sensation this book is parted into different ‘rubrics’ considering 
different aspects of Bacon’s paintings going from the simplest to the 
most complex level.
lxxxiv
 All these levels, nevertheless, coexist in reality at 
the same time.   
  This is important to keep in mind before concluding on our 
cardinal question. As described in the introduction of our project, we did 
not set out to find exact truths, but on the contrary we were interested 
in exploring the kinds of thoughts, which do not fit into our reality; 
those, which thrill us. In this way the conclusion of our project will not 
conclude on one fixed answer to our cardinal question, on the contrary it 
will gather the sub-conclusions of the project in a discussion of the 
cardinal question. We could have called this chapter: Conclusion: 
Concrete Rules and The Abstract Machine like Deleuze & Guattari called 
their concluding chapter of A Thousand Plateaus
lxxxv
 but this would only 
be to illuminate the very non-existence of concrete rules, answers, or 
possible conclusions in the Deleuzian line of thought. For indeed we 
have learned that this is not a line but more like multiple lines and curls 
forming a meshwork of thought. The cardinal question, which formed 
our investigation of Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, was:  
 
Why is the philosopher Gilles Deleuze interested in the art of Francis 
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Bacon and how does he go about expressing his Logic of Sensation 
through Bacon’s paintings? 
 
As we have suggested throughout the project, we have found many 
elements that puzzle us in Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation. This has 
resulted in several lose ends, open questions, and smaller discussions 
being left more or less unresolved. Before attending to the cardinal 
question we will try to gather our general findings and place them in a 
context we find appropriate.   
  When working with the book, we were often faced with how 
unorthodox Deleuze’s writing appeared to us. This lies in the complexity 
and inconsistency of his books. After having worked extensively with 
Deleuze, we have come to think that this inconsistency is simultaneously 
both the biggest weakness and the biggest strength of Deleuzian thinking 
and writing, depending on how one defines a good result. If one aims at 
obtaining a result through already existing structures such as language 
and logic, his writings are almost useless or nonsensical. However, the 
writings, just as the Figures in Bacon’s paintings, still retain enough 
recognizability to interest us. The weakness lies in the fact that it is 
extremely hard to explain what Deleuze is actually saying, that is, in a 
way that satisfies the external requirements of meaning. If we for 
example look at his book on Bacon from a logical perspective, we find 
that he is contradicting himself several places in the book. It is clear that 
Deleuze has a logic but it is not of the deductive kind, which is usually 
associated with the word. For instance, there are several places in the 
book, where he is arguing through fallacies. One could even suggest that 
the entire Bacon book is a fallacy, as he explores the limits of meaning 
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and language, while still, at least partially, staying within their borders. 
But to us, this is the very intensity of Deleuze’s thought. He says himself 
that the goal of philosophy is to create new concepts
lxxxvi
, which enable 
new ways of thinking about the world (or even thinking the world). In 
other words, it was never his intention to satisfy any requirements 
external to his writing but to challenge them. His intention is not to make 
sense of reality but rather to force his readers to Think.  
  
5.1 STYLE OF WRITING 
Deleuze explores (his own philosophy through) Bacon’s art. But, as we 
saw in Chapter 1, by creating the concept of the Figure, he is himself 
narrating, making it recognizable – the Figure can be categorized. We are 
certain that he is aware of this, and we find that he tries to keep the 
narrative nature of his work as limited as possible, as he avoids making a 
straight line from introduction to conclusion. He balances between the 
intelligible and the preposterous. This is also apparent in the way he 
seems to be writing on the edge of meaning. Consider for example one 
of the quotes from Chapter 1:    
 
”The body is the Figure, or rather the material of the Figure. The material 
of the Figure must not be confused with the spatializing material 
structure, which is positioned in opposition to it. The body is the figure, 
not the structure.”
ii
 
 
As you can see the words seem to almost negate each other. He could 
just have said that the body is the Figure as he states in the last 
sentence. Instead he states it first, erases it by saying that the body is the 
material of the Figure and then returns to it. The way in which it is 
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written creates some kind of circularity. Of course there is sense in the 
quote but the way it is formulated seems redundant. Depending on who 
is judging, Deleuze either succeeds in playing and twisting both language 
and meaning, or he fails in making sense. In any case, regardless of how 
much he is bending the rules, Deleuze is still limited by language. But if 
language and meaning are restrictions that he wants to break free of, 
then what modes of communication can be suggested instead? 
 
5.2 FROM PAINTING TO PHILOSOPHY OR IS IT THE OPPOSITE? 
The main task throughout this project has been to unfold Deleuze’s 
philosophically grounded understanding of Bacon’s paintings. Therefore 
we have been trying to make sense of the way in which Deleuze uses 
Bacon’s paintings, in order to suggest why he turns to a discipline, which 
we would not usually connect to philosophy and why he have chosen 
Bacon among the immense amount of painters available to him. Starting 
with the paintings, or rather with the way in which Deleuze interprets 
them, we have extracted from that an understanding of parts of the 
philosophical apparatus of Deleuze.  
 In the first chapter we concluded that according to Deleuze the 
Figures in Bacon’s paintings are, due to their deformity and the 
composition in the painting, isolated from their surroundings and not 
cognizable or rather re-cognizable. Put differently, they are somehow 
cognizable in the sense that we can perceive them or be made aware of 
them but we cannot identify them from previous meetings with them. 
Consequently figuration, representation, narration is not given in the 
painting but something, which we have to create. We found out that the 
function of the Figure equaled the way in which Deleuze understands 
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the act of Thinking and therefore moved directly from art to the core of 
his philosophy. By combining Deleuze’s description of the dissolving 
nature of the Figure and its Athleticism, the fact that there is a 
movement in the picture from the Figure and out and vice versa, we 
introduced the idea of Becoming – or of constant difference. Now, a 
natural question to follow is the question of which consequences this has 
for our understanding of time. If nothing is this entails that there is no 
present or that it does not make sense to make a distinction between 
past and future. Another consequence is the complexity it brings to the 
idea of understanding anything, as making sense of something would be 
to crystallize a thought, which has already changed and thus it would not 
make sense anymore. The result of this, which seems to be a major 
project to Deleuze, is to make people acknowledge the illusory aspect of 
acknowledgement – to savor the contradiction. 
   
5.3 THE EVENT AND ART, PHILOSOPHY AND SCIENCE 
In What is Philosophy? Deleuze explains how he positions art, philosophy 
and science in relation to the Event (reality). He states “(…) that art and 
even philosophy may apprehend it [the Event] better than science.”
lxxxvii
 
Normally, science by trying to make sense of the world, considers only 
the actual, leaving the infinite possibilities aside. The accidental 
character of the actual is then masked, since science is occupied with the 
way things are and not the infinitely different ways they might have 
been. If we get back to the analogy of the dough from subchapter 1.3, 
what science inevitably tries to do is to understand an isolated part of 
the dough, ignoring that even the smallest change of shape in any part of 
the dough will affect the rest of it, in a scale that might be so small that 
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we cannot perceive it. By saying “art and even philosophy”, Deleuze 
suggests that art apprehends the Event better than philosophy, although 
both of them are superior to science in this task. It seems to us that this 
ranking between philosophy and art results from the fact that 
philosophy can talk about any possible world, but art has the ability of 
opening up potentialities through Sensation.  
 Bacon’s paintings apparently interest Deleuze exactly because 
they apprehend the Event very accurately. They somehow render the 
idea of other possibilities visible. The fact that the Figure in Painting I 
remains undefined opens up for the possibilities of it being a person, a 
man, a woman, both, any of them, or just a lump of meat or what ever 
one might get out of it without precisely being anything. It shows all the 
non-actualized potentials of reality.  
   
5.4 THE LOGIC OF SENSATION 
Now, that we have gathered and discussed our general findings, we 
finally feel ready to answer our cardinal question and explain what the 
Logic of Sensation is. Most of the chapters in this project consists of a 
mixture between how Deleuze describes the ways in which humans 
experience, and how they are limited by these ways. How we can 
experience, and how Bacon's paintings affect this. So our project is 
tracing what we find to be the most significant parts of Deleuze's journey 
through Bacon's world of paintings. We started with the Figure and how 
its in-between figurative and abstract character forces us to Think – how 
there was a strange motionless movement in the Figures, Athleticism, 
which distorted a linear conception of time. We saw how zones of 
indiscernibility dissolved identities within the paintings, so that the 
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viewer would experience the possibility of something else than identity. 
This is the Body without Organs – the state of the body, where the 
possibilities are endless.   
 The Logic of Sensation is the toolbox that the painter can use to 
achieve this. To Deleuze, Bacon is the painter who has perfected the use 
of these tools, who has mastered this Logic. His art lets the Figure, its 
Athleticism, the Diagram and the Haptic function play together to create 
a perfect symphony of shapes, movements, strokes, colors, Expressivity 
and Sensation both within the painting and when it meets the viewer. 
Bacon, by applying the Logic of Sensation to his paintings, has managed 
to preserve the idea of the virtual, of the Event, and, as such, he has 
managed to articulate the very nature of reality, as Deleuze wants us to 
experience it. 
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EPILOGUE 
 
There is a phrase in French: “Je ne sais quoi” – directly translated into 
English: “I don’t know what”. This phrase is used for example when you 
fall in love – there is something to this person that you cannot put your 
finger on. You can attempt to describe this “something” forever without 
really getting to the core. There will always be something indescribable 
about it. This phrase is also used within art theory on the art that you 
cannot describe properly but know that you like. This seems to be 
present both in Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation, and in Deleuze's 
writing in general. In many passages of the book we had an intuitive 
experience of reading something significant, but looking closer at the 
words themselves, the significance had seemingly disappeared. In the 
same way it seems that Deleuze gets the same feeling from Bacon’s 
paintings and when he unfolds his eccentric concepts. So perhaps the 
greatest significance of his writing lies in this intuitive “Je ne sais quoi”-
like  experience that we get from reading it. We will not have a shared 
understanding of Deleuze and no one probably ever will - but we will 
have a shared experience of something unusual – we can smile to one 
another knowing that something has happened and something will 
happen, which has not happened before. Right there lies the beauty of 
Deleuzian thinking.  
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DELIMITATION 
 
We have delimited ourselves to focus mainly on the philosopher Gilles 
Deleuze’s book Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation from 1981. We 
have chosen to include a minimum of secondary sources as we found 
from our reading of them that they presented us to very different 
versions of Deleuze and his philosophical project.  
 However we have drawn on other primary sources in order to get 
a broader idea of his philosophical project. We are aware that concepts 
used in other of his books that resembles the one used in The Logic of 
Sensation might not be exactly alike. When we use other books it is only 
to an extent where they serve to broaden the understanding. Thus, we 
are not trying to account for the concepts used in the other primary 
sources. The bottom line is, that the use of other primary sources is a 
way for us to find out how the specific concepts Deleuze applies in The 
Logic of Sensation relate to his philosophy in general. Some of the other 
sources we draw on Delueze has written in cooperation with Guattari, 
but we will assume that they are representative of Deleuze’s thinking in 
general, as they write as being one author.  
 No other theory will be applied to the works of Deleuze, since we 
find it sufficient to apply Deleuze on Deleuze so to say. Or put differently 
it is a project in itself to extract Deleuze’s philosophy from the way in 
which he interprets and uses Bacon’s paintings.  
 Additionally it is important to notice that in the questions of 
“What can philosophy do that art cannot?” only Deleuze’s thoughts 
about the topics will be analyzed and discussed, not the questions in a 
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broad or historical sense. These questions would be enormous and do 
not fall under our interest in this project. It is also necessary to make 
aware of the fact that Deleuze does not say what things are (as that 
would imply that they have some kind of essence) but rather what they 
can do or how they function in different relations. The structure of our 
project has taken somewhat the same form. 
 Whether or not Deleuze’s interpretation and analysis of Francis 
Bacon’s paintings are valid or provable is neither a topic of our interest. 
We will give a few examples of how it is actually possible to visually see 
some of the things Deleuze argues for, but we are not interested in a full 
validation of his analysis. That does not mean that we will uncritically 
accept everything that Deleuze says but we will try to follow his line of 
thought in order to see what comes out of it.  
 We are not trying to place Deleuze within a broader philosophical 
context or within an academic movement/ school; instead we are trying 
to explain some of the ideas he rejects and what happens to general 
assumptions when that is done.  
 Our interest in and use of Francis Bacon is only to the extent 
where it helps us understand Deleuze, and as such we will not explore 
Bacon as an artist. Once again one could say that our interest lies in how 
Bacons’s paintings function to Deleuze. The same could be said about 
the factual/ scientific explanations of physiological mechanism such as 
nervous system, haptic functions – we are not accounting for them but 
exploring the way in which Deleuze explains the functions of them. We 
are humanists, not natural scientists.   
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THEORY OF SCIENCE 
 
The validity of knowledge within academia has been granted a great deal 
of importance. Epistemological questions have filled up the minds of 
humanists to a point where knowledge became absolutely relative. 
Knowledge is no longer Knowledge, but just knowledge from a certain 
point of view. This is based upon the idea than an objective reality is not 
accessible to us. But what if one was not only questioning whether 
reality is accessible but also one was to question the very stability of 
reality.  
If reality were in a constant change, would it then be possible to 
know what anything is? Not only would it not be possible to know 
anything, it would even be impossible to claim that ‘something is’: ’this’ 
would not be ‘this’ and not ‘something else’; it would constantly become 
something else, as well as ‘something else’ would not be ‘something 
else’ because there would not be a ‘this’ for which it would be 
‘something else’. What we want to explain here is not this, but 
something else, since this has already been explained throughout the 
project. Here the focus will be on the epistemo-logical challenges and 
the methods for overcoming them. 
 
EPISTEMOLOGY 
If we understand Deleuze right, the idea of a fixed view on reality would 
be total nonsense. How could one then ever make sense of a 
philosopher with such a view, by applying any specific theory? A fixed 
point of departure from which we would analyze Deleuze’s philosophy, 
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would obscure the understanding of the very core of it, entailing a major 
contradiction.  
The process-oriented character of this project was another reason 
for not applying a specific theory to the philosophy in focus, as this 
would set up static borders limiting our exploration of the extensive field 
of the humanities. As basic year students we believe that launching 
ourselves into the analysis with no guidebook will certainly give us a 
much deeper insight into the epistemological problems and limitation 
within the humanities. Having to figure it out on our own will certainly 
involve a higher level of criticism, reflection and freedom for testing and 
questioning both our own understandings and the conventions of 
academic disciplines. Although we have made this choice we are fully 
aware that not having a fixed point of view does not mean to have no 
point of view at all. Therefore we have prioritized the process rather than 
the goal, hoping that this would render our point of view as flexible as 
possible, and our minds as open as possible. We are aware that this 
might produce less ‘scientifically valid’ results, but then again, what 
would the point be of creating conventional results out of a philosopher 
who does not operate within them? This brings us to the discussion 
about logic.   
 
LOGIC 
One of the conventions Deleuze does not operate within is logic. The 
limitation of the logical use of language has been shown throughout the 
project. Deleuze was obviously trapped trying to convey his philosophical 
thoughts about the incoherence between reality and the means we have 
for understanding it. In other words, the world is not incoherent in itself, 
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but just incoherent with the ways we can think of it.  Furthermore, the 
very means available to Deleuze for conveying his thoughts places him in 
an impasse: a language based on a system of reference will obscure the 
very fluidity that his theory builds upon. 
We have somehow been trapped in the same impasse of having to 
convey a coherent message out of an incoherent theory (from a logical 
point of view). The discussion about ‘this’ and ‘something else’ illustrates 
how language has also been a challenge for us when writing this project. 
When we earlier stated ‘what we want to explain here is not this, but 
something else,’ it might have sounded like a contradiction in relation to 
the preceding discussion where precisely the notions of ’this’ and 
‘something else’ are challenged. But it is though a necessary 
contradiction since it would be absolutely impossible to say anything 
intelligible without contradicting ourselves.  This shows just some of the 
paradoxes of applying logic to Deleuze’s philosophy. The academic 
formalities, which this project is required to fulfill, have also been a great 
obstacle in remaining loyal to the non-logic character of Deleuze’s ideas. 
From the very beginning of the project, we have been aware of this 
challenge and have tried our best in order to balance between the 
requirements of project writing and conveying the nuances we 
encountered.    
Deleuze’s books are much like a Pandora’s box. When before 
opening it, one has no idea what might come out of it, but as soon as it is 
open, that which has come out can never be locked up again.  It is not 
Evil itself that comes out of Deleuze’s books, but the ideas released are 
very much like demons in the sense that they possess you and haunt 
your most fundamental assumptions about reality; such as the 
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conventional logic we have been taught.   
 
METHODOLOGY 
This project is an analysis and interpretation of the book Francis Bacon: 
The Logic of Sensation by Gilles Deleuze. We do not have any external  
theory as point of departure for our interpretation of Deleuze’s due to 
the reasons mentioned above. Beside the focus on an investigation of 
the relation between art and philosophy the method of this project was 
formed throughout the process. So instead of delimiting ourselves to 
work within the conventions (rules and regulations) of a specific theory 
we were able to let our understanding of Deleuze’s philosophy form our 
method.  This has truly been a strength in relation to our philosophical 
understanding of Deleuze, however it has been a great challenge to stay 
within the frames of project writing. We have been very aware of this 
challenge and we attempted to meet the requirements without setting 
aside the creative and experimental aspects that has been a part of our 
working process. We have made the process a part of the result in the 
way that we have included a lot of the discussions (also the ones of very 
experimental nature) that has led us to our understanding of Deleuze’s 
philosophy.  
In our analysis of Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation we have 
first of all interpreted Deleuze’s philosophical project in the book and 
further more we have related his use of Bacon’s paining to our own 
experience and understanding of the paintings. As Deleuze’s 
philosophical project in general is not clear in his book about Bacon we 
have also drawn upon other works by Deleuze. This was also to get an 
understanding of why he includes art to unfold his philosophy. Thus, we 
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are operating with three different points of view to widen our 
understanding.  
The different analytical steps, which normally succeeds one 
another in a project (account, analysis, interpretation, perspective and 
conclusion) are intermingled. We thought we could keep the different 
analytical steps divided but due to the flux nature of Deleuze’s 
philosophy, we realized that in order to make sense of it, we had to let 
the different steps run simultaneously. Thus, as it was said in the 
Reader’s Guideline the process becomes the result. 
Lastly our use of paintings in the project must be mentioned. We 
have included paintings in relation to all concepts and used them to 
illustrate the concepts. However, we have placed the paintings in the 
beginning of the chapters in order for the reader to get their own 
experience of the paintings, before we start molding their impression.  
 
DIMENSIONS 
This project covers the dimensions Philosophy & Science and Subjectivity 
& Learning.  
 
PHILOSOPHY & SCIENCE 
Philosophical questions dominate this project, and hence it is inevitably 
a philosophical project. We attend to issues of truth, being (or 
becoming), time, space, reality, and the nature of philosophy in itself and 
its connection to art. The project is quite frankly founded in philosophy. 
 
SUBJECTIVITY & LEARNING 
One of the main points for Deleuze is that existence is a matter of 
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becoming rather than being. This challenges the notion of the subject 
and as such the dimension Subjectivity & Learning is highly relevant to 
this project. This dimension is reflected upon rather than practiced 
(doing a sociological project would be to practice it). However, in 
sociology, psychology or pedagogy there is an obvious self-reflection 
within each discipline – and this is also what we do. We reflect upon 
existence, subject,  the mind (or conscious brain), and the means by 
which we humans interact with and make sense of the world that we are 
a part of.    
 
ENGLISH AND DANISH SUMMARIES 
ENGLISH 
Covering the dimensions Philosophy & Science and Subjectivity & 
Learning this project is an investigation of and reflection upon Gilles 
Deleuze’s book Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation. Combining the 
words of Deleuze with the paintings of Bacon, we aim at showing how 
philosophy and art, to Deleuze, can intermingle and generate new 
possibilites for thought. As such, the project is our interpretation of 
Deleuze’s interpretation of Bacon’s art. In particular, we analyse how 
concepts such as Figure, Becoming, Event, Sensation and the Body 
without Organs relate to the paintings of Francis Bacon. Conclusively, we 
provide an answer to why Deleuze have chosen exactly Bacon’s art as the 
lens through which Deleuze’s philosophical ideas are rendered visible.  
 
DANISH 
Dette projekt er en undersøgelse af og en reflektion over Gilles Deleuzes 
bog Francis Bacon: The Logic of Sensation. Ved at kombinere Deleuzes 
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ord med Bacons malerier sigter vi mod at vise, hvordan filosofi og kunst 
ifølge Deleuze kan sammensmeltes og dermed skabe nye muligheder for 
tankevirksomhed. Således er dette projekt vores fortolkning af Deleuzes 
fortolkning af Bacons kunst. Helt konkret analyserer vi hvorledes 
koncepter så som Figur, Tilblivelse, Event, Følelse og Kroppen uden 
Organer relaterer til Bacons malerier. Slutteligt giver vi et svar på 
spørgsmålet om, hvorfor Deleuze har valgt netop Bacons kunst som 
linsen, der gør Deleuzes filosofiske idéer synlige. Projektet dækker 
dimensionerne Filosofi & Videnskab og Subjektivitet & Læring. 
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